S. SAMBASIVA RAO	Flat No. 4,
Managing Partner,	Somavarapu Towers,
Siva Builders.	Somajiguda,
HYDERABAD - 500 482.
Date: 15 -8 - 1995
Dear Sri Reddy Garu,
Ever since we entered into agreement with our land-lord to
construct a complex at Somajiguda, Hyderabad, we landed into problems.
Several people claimed this plot, producing fictitious documents. After we
got out of this difficulty with great struggle, we got into problems with our
land-lord who was claiming for the flats which were already sold to some
people. It did not stop at that. He went to the extent of even having a row
with the flat buyers, and ultimately went to the court of law saying he was
put to loss.
For about 15 months after taking over this plot, we went through
hell and spent several sleepless nights. But on the day when you visited the
place for finalising the elevation work you found that the South-East corner
of the plot was defective and instructed us to correct the same immediately.
I remembered that it was suggested by you when you visited the place about
a year back before the beginning of the project, but we did not seperate that
extra area in South-East, thinking that it would be useful for a watchman
quarter. We did not think that South-East projection of the plot could be a
cause for so much of litigation. Having realised the mistake, we corrected
the defect immediately by seperating that portion, with a temporary
fencing on that day only. We did not know what happened but within 48
hours, we have struck a compromise in Court of law. Ofcourse it took
another two months to sort out the whole thing with my land lord but from
the day, we made our plot a perfect rectangle by seperating the south-east
projection, our troubles vanished and it brought peace to us. From that
time we realised the importance of the same and we followed Vaastu in our
next project Somavarapu Towers at Hyderabad and completed it happily.
We feel it is a great science founded by our Ancient Sages for the benefit of
the society, and people like you who are giving Vaastu advice should take
this science to all over the World.
Thanking you,
Yours Sincerely,
(S. Sambasiva Rao)
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